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Abstract
Southwestern Yukon is a seismically active zone of crustal deformation including multiple large, dextral 
strike-slip fault systems with overlapping activity. In this study, we perform double-difference relocation 
to the USGS earthquake catalogue for this region to produce a relocated catalogue of 5536 seismic events 
above magnitude 1.5 from 2010–2021. The relocated catalogue demonstrates better spatial resolution of 
linear features and the removal of grid location artifacts in depth. The relocated catalogue has smaller travel 
time residuals and smaller residual standard deviations showing that the new catalogue has improved 
absolute locations. From bootstrapping, we estimate the location uncertainties for the relocated events to 
be on the order of 1.2–2.4 km in the horizontal direction and 1.5–2.1 km in the vertical direction. From the 
relocated events, we interpret new faults including a fault connecting the Totschunda and Denali faults, a 
connector fault between the Totschunda-Duke River fault system and the Fairweather fault, and multiple 
smaller faults connecting the Fairweather and Denali faults. The significantly reduced uncertainty in depth 
also permits constraining the seismicity predominantly to the uppermost 10 km of the crust.
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block is occurring at a rate of 2 mm/yr (Lundgren et al., 
1995) with crustal deformation focused in the St. Elias 
Mountain Range. The Pacific Plate is moving at a rate of 
5.7 cm/yr to the northwest (Fig. 1) relative to the North 
American Plate (DeMets et al., 1990).

Southwestern Yukon has several major dextral crustal 
strike-slip fault systems including the Chugach-St. Elias 
fault, Fairweather fault, Denali fault and the Teslin fault 
farther to the east (Fig. 1). Most regional deformation 
occurs in the St. Elias region along the Chugach–St. 
Elias fault or the Fairweather fault. While this region in 
the St. Elias Mountains is dominated by thrust faulting, 

Introduction

Regional tectonic setting

Southwestern Yukon is a zone of active tectonic 
deformation. The Yakutat block, a tectonic microplate, 
is obliquely colliding with the North American Plate. 
The microplate bridges the transition zone from the 
Aleutian Trench, where the Pacific Plate is subducting 
under the North American Plate, to the Fairweather/
Queen Charlotte fault, the dextral transform zone that 
delineates the boundary between the Pacific and North 
American plates. Current subduction of the Yakutat 
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Figure 1. Seismic events of interest. Epicentral locations (dots) of intraplate seismic events over magnitude 1.5 
occurring between Jan. 2010 and Dec. 2021 (colour scale) as defined by the USGS earthquake catalogue. Mapped 
major regional faults (black lines; after Yukon Geological Survey, 2020) are indicated with major faults of interest 
labeled including the Tintina fault (TTF), Teslin fault (TF), Eastern Denali fault (EDF), Totschunda fault (TSF), Duke 
River fault (DRF), Chugach-St. Elias fault (CSEF), and Fairweather fault (FF). Coloured lines indicate subdivisions of 
the Eastern Denali fault including the Shakwak segment (red line; Grantz, 1966) and the Dalton Segment (blue line; 
Lanphere, 1977). Political boundaries are denoted by a dashed line.
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particularly along the McKinley segment of its central 
portion and along the Totschunda fault to the south 
(Lanphere, 1977). The last major earthquake in this area 
was the 2002 magnitude (M) 7.9 Denali earthquake, a 
slip-partitioned event, rupturing portions of the Central 
Denali fault before rupturing the Totschunda fault 
(Eberhart-Phillips et al., 2003). Slip estimates along the 
Central Denali fault are ~12.1 mm/yr (Matmon et al., 
2006).

The Eastern Denali fault in Yukon is further divided 
into the Shakwak and Dalton sections (Grantz, 1966; 
Lanphere, 1977). The Shakwak section of the Denali 
fault extends from the junction with the Totschunda  
fault to the Duke River fault (Fig. 1). The Shakwak  
section is less active than the Central Denali fault 
in Alaska. Previous studies place movement on the 
Shakwak section in the range of 5 to 8.4 mm/yr (Matmon 
et al., 2006; Seitz et al., 2008; Kalbas et al., 2008). The 
Dalton section of the Denali fault extends from the 
Duke River fault to the Chatham Strait (Fig. 1) and 

the Fairweather fault is a predominately dextral 
strike-slip fault with slip estimated between 36.6 and  
58 mm/yr (Plafker et al., 1978; Fletcher and Freymueller, 
2003; Elliott et al., 2010). The St. Elias Mountains are 
an accretionary mountain range consisting of multiple 
terranes that were juxtaposed during Yakutat block 
subduction. The St. Elias Mountains are bound on the 
eastern side by the Denali fault. Most current crustal 
seismicity in the region occurs in the zone of deformation 
between the Fairweather and Denali faults.

The Denali fault is a major dextral, strike-slip fault zone 
that stretches from central Alaska to British Columbia 
through southwestern Yukon. Historically there is 
approximately 400 to 480 km of accumulated slip along 
the Denali fault (Lowey, 1998; Waldien et al., 2021). 
Grantz (1966) subdivided the Denali fault into three 
segments: the Western Denali fault in west-central 
Alaska, the Central Denali fault in eastern Alaska, and 
the Eastern Denali fault in southwestern Yukon (Fig. 2).  
The fault was most active during the Holocene, 
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Figure 2. Locations 
of seismic stations 
(triangles) in Alaska and 
Canada with at least 1 
pick arrival for seismicity 
(Fig. 1) occurring 
within the study area of 
seismicity (red dashed 
box). Seismic networks 
are denoted by the colour 
and include the Alaska 
Tsunami Network (AT; 
red), the Transportable 
Array (TA; gray), the 
Alaska Regional Network 
(AK; black), the Canadian 
National Network (CN; 
orange), and the Yukon-
Northwest Network (NY; 
green). Major regional 
faults (black lines) are 
also shown (after Yukon 
Geological Survey, 2020). 
The major subdivisions of 
the Denali fault (Grantz, 
1966) are denoted by the 
coloured line sections: 
the Western Denali 
fault (red), the Central 
Denali fault (blue) and 
the Eastern Denali fault 
(cyan).
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reliance on the choice of velocity model and a poorly 
chosen velocity model can lead to bias in the final 
solution (Wolfe, 2002; Michelini and Lomax, 2004). The 
reciprocal solution, station-pair DD relocation, has been 
applied to non-volcanic tremors as an absolute location 
method (Zhang et al., 2010). Finally, the double-pair 
DD method, combining both event and station-pair 
information, has also been shown to improve both 
relative and absolute event locations (Guo and Zhang, 
2016). The double-pair method has been applied at 
regional tectonic scales (Guo et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; 
Ogwari et al., 2018; Share et al., 2021).

Study motivation

This study is part of a larger, multi-year investigation 
of the geothermal energy potential and natural hazards 
of major fault zones in southern Yukon. Previous 
studies have suggested that southern Yukon may have 
geothermal resources indicated by shallow Curie point 
depths (Li et al., 2017), large regional fault systems, and 
the surface manifestations of warm water circulation 
such as hot springs (Langevin et al., 2020).

In this study, we present a relocated earthquake 
catalogue for seismicity in southwestern Yukon (Fig. 
1) using the event-pair DD relocation method. Our 
results further refine event locations and improve 
cluster location precision to help highlight existing fault 
structures. The relocated catalogue is provided as a 
geophysical dataset as part of this report (Appendix 
A). This result will allow for a refined regional tectonic 
interpretation of active seismicity leading to further 
studies of source mechanisms and regional stress 
(Gosselin et al., 2023).

Methods

Double-difference relocation

The DD relocation begins with the linearization of the 
travel time, t, equation (Geiger, 1910) for earthquake i 
at station k,

where rk
i is the travel time residual (tobs-tcal), Δmi are 

model parameter perturbations (Δxi, Δyi, Δzi), Δτi is the 
origin time correction, and sk is the station correction. 

has the smallest slip rate of 1.0–2.5 mm/yr as well as 
approximately 1.5 mm/yr of contraction (Plafker et al., 
1994; Kalbas et al., 2008; Leonard et al., 2008; Elliott et 
al., 2010). Prior studies suggest that the Eastern Denali 
fault serves as a regional stress boundary while active 
deformation occurs on other fault systems such as the 
Duke River fault (Choi et al., 2021).

Relative seismic event location and 
relocation

Double-difference (DD) relocation is a relative 
earthquake location methodology that focuses on 
relative precision of clusters of earthquakes, rather 
than the absolute location of individual events. Relative 
location methods can generally be categorized by 
how events are paired or related to one another. 
Parent event approaches (Ito, 1985; Scherbaum and 
Wendler, 1986; VanDecar and Crosson, 1990) define 
larger, well-located events as the “parent” events 
and locate surrounding seismicity (“child” events) in 
relation to these. Joint hypocentre methods rely on the 
concept of the earthquake doublet (Fréchet, 1985), for 
events of similar source location and mechanism. For 
these methods (Douglas, 1967; Dodge et al., 1995; 
Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000), the location of the 
doublet is defined by the centroid or joint hypocentre 
for the pair. Many relative location methods can be 
used to define an initial seismic event catalogue or as a 
relocation method to further refine catalogue precision 
for an existing seismic event catalogue.

As a widely applied joint-hypocentre (doublet) 
relocation method, DD relocation is a method of defining 
a relocation catalogue from differential travel time pairs. 
Pairs of differential travel times come from either an 
event-pair (a pair of events measured at a common 
station) or a station-pair (a common event measured at 
a pair of stations). The most widely applied DD method 
is event-pair DD relocation (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 
2000) which can be applied across seismic event scales 
from microseismic studies (Castellanos and Van der 
Baan, 2013) to regional tectonic studies (Schaff et al., 
2002; Waldhauser et al., 2004; Waldhauser and Schaff, 
2008). This method can be used to recover absolute 
event locations (Menke and Schaff, 2004) and reduces 
the effect of velocity model errors on the relocation. 
However, the method does not completely remove 

Δmi + Δτi + skr i
k = ∂ t i

k

∂m (1)
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Using a method similar to Waldhauser and Ellsworth 
(2000), we assess relative location error estimates 
using a statistical resampling bootstrap approach 
(Billings, 1994; Shearer, 1997). For error estimation, we 
resample the differential-time data by drawing random 
samples with replacement from the observed residual 
distribution of the relocation catalogue. We relocate the 
catalogue using these resampled data as the starting 
catalogue, incorporating noise into the relocations. 
Resampling and relocation are repeated 250 times 
with the cumulative results allowing for estimation of 
the relocation catalogue uncertainty.

Data set

Earthquake catalogue

For this study, we have identified 6010 crustal seismic 
events from the USGS catalogue (Fig. 1). This catalogue 
includes all seismicity of magnitude >1.5 and occurring 
between 2010 and 2021 in the study area. Our 
catalogue is limited by the installation date of broadband 
seismic stations in Yukon which occurred in 2010 and 
effectively reduced the magnitude of completeness 
from ~3 to ~1 in some regions of Yukon (Meighan et al., 
2013). Our catalogue is also limited by the number of 
phase arrival observations for each event. As we solve 
for eight model parameters per event pair, event pairs 
require a minimum of eight shared observations per pair 
to become an evenly-determined problem. We have 
therefore limited the minimum magnitude of 1.5 based 
on the number of phase arrivals per event. Due to our 
interest in intraplate crustal seismicity, events occurring 
in proximity of the plate boundary or at depths greater 
than 30 km were removed from the initial catalogue.

The events of the starting catalogue were observed 
at 359 seismic stations (Fig. 2) in Alaska and Canada. 
These stations are part of the International Federation 
of Digital Seismograph Networks (FDSN) and include 
parts of the Alaska Tsunami (AT) Seismic Network, 
the USArray Transportable Array (TA), the Alaska 
Regional Network (AK), the Canadian National (CN) 

For a catalogue of events observed with a seismic 
network, differential residuals can be taken for pairs of 
travel time residuals. This differential residual is known 
as a double-difference.

The event-pair DD (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000) 
is defined for an event pair, events i and j, at a common 
station, k,

where drk
ij is the differential residual, (tk

i-tk
j)obs - (tk

i-tk
j)cal, 

and model perturbations, Δmi and Δmj, are defined for 
the two events. The station correction term cancels.

Inversion methods and data weighting

Over an entire catalogue of pairs, Eq. (2) can be 
characterized by the linear form

where vector d are the data (DD residuals), vector m 
contains model parameters (4 perturbations per seismic 
event), G is a matrix of partial time derivatives with 
respect to the model parameters, and W is a diagonal 
matrix containing data weights.

For the relocation problem considered here, the most 
appropriate method for solving for m is by iterative 
linear least-squares (Paige and Saunders, 1982). The 
iterative least-squares method requires a regularization 
or damping parameter, λ, to minimize DD residuals over 
the system

We employ damping parameter selection by an 
automated L-curve criterion test (Aster et al., 2018).

A priori data weights are based on catalogue pick 
quality and cross-correlation coefficients. Data weights 
are recalculated for each iteration of the inversion until 
the solution reaches stability. Due to the Gaussian 
error assumption in the linear least-square method, 
large residuals are down-weighted using bi-weighting 
(Mosteller and Tukey, 1977).

W G m = W d

ij
kdr ∂ t i

k

∂m Δmi + Δτi
∂ t j

k

∂m
Δmj + Δτj= ( () )–

W G
λ I

W d
0m[ [ ]] =

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Event pairing

Event-pairs are required for the calculation of differential 
time measurements. In this case, we limit event-pairs by 
the inter-event separation of 12.5 km and to a minimum 
of 8 common stations for shared measurements.  
Figure 3 shows the event-pairs included in the 
differential time catalogues. There were 30 542 event-
pairs defined for the 6010 events. The average inter-
event distance between event pairs is 4.094 km.

Differential time catalogues

For DD relocation, we develop two differential time 
(DT) catalogues: one from pick arrivals and one from 
waveform cross-correlations for each method of 
relocation. The DT catalogues from pick arrivals are 
calculated from travel time differences for event-pairs 
while the cross-correlation catalogues are calculated 
from up-sampled waveform cross-correlations centred 
on pick arrivals. This cross-correlation further refines  

Seismograph Network, and the Yukon–Northwest 
(NY) Seismic Network. Not all stations are temporally 
available for the entirety of this dataset. The AT, AK, 
CN, and NY are permanent networks. Most stations 
within these networks were operating throughout the 
entirety of the catalogue duration. The TA was a dense 
temporary station deployment that began in Alaska 
and parts of Yukon in 2014 and ended in 2021 (Busby 
and Aderhold, 2020). While not permanent as part of 
the TA, some of the temporary stations used in the TA 
deployment were transitioned to permanent stations as 
part of the AT, AK, and CN networks. Most of the TA 
stations in Yukon were removed during the 2020/2021 
field seasons.

For this catalogue, the USGS identifies 140 186 phase 
arrivals including 100 265 P arrivals and 39 321 S 
arrivals. These catalogue arrivals are used as the 
starting measurements for calculating differential time 
catalogues.

Figure 3. Density of event-
pairs over the study area. 
Event-pairs are plotted as 
transparent lines between 
paired events – darker 
areas indicate denser 
spatial coverage of event-
pairing.
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Results and preliminary 
interpretation

Event-pair relocation catalogue

Using the event-pair DD method, we relocated 
5536 events (92% of the USGS catalogue). The full 
relocation catalogue is shown in Figure 4. where six 
areas of interest, labeled AA’ to FF’, are identified.  
From this relocation catalogue, we find improved  
spatial linearization of seismicity as well as the removal 
of grid artifacts from catalogue locations, particularly in 
depth.

the precision of catalogue picks to the onset of waveform 
similarities and leads to a more precise DT. Cross-
correlations must have a correlation coefficient of 0.8 to 
be included in the cross-correlation DT catalogue.

For the event-pair DD relocations, the DT phase arrival 
catalogues include 320 028 P wave DTs and 120 600 S  
wave DTs. The event-pair DD cross-correlation DT 
catalogue includes 235 724 P wave DTs and 377 504 S  
wave DTs.
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Figure 4. Event-pair relocations (dots) coloured by date with 6 zones of interest (shown in red). The zones of 
interest are AA’ (Totschunda fault seismicity), BB’ (seismicity between the Totschunda and Denali faults), CC’ (Duke 
River fault seismicity), DD’ (Connector fault Seismicity), EE’ (seismicity south of Kluane Lake crosscutting the Denali 
fault), and FF’ (2017 St. Elias sequence aftershock events). Each zone of interest includes the cross section of 
interest (solid line), the perpendicular cross section (dotted line), and the included seismicity (dashed box).
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depth cross sections for both BB’ and bb’ (Fig. 6), the 
relocated event depths in this zone are 5 to 12 km. We 
interpret this feature as an active fault that connects the 
Totschunda and Denali faults. This fault could release 
stress due to rotation of the inter-fault region bounded 
by the Totschunda, Duke River and Denali faults.

Figure 7 shows 968 events in Zone CC’, including 
events in proximity to the Duke River fault. Most events 
in this zone occur north of the mapped Duke River 
fault surface trace and the perpendicular cross section, 
cc’, does not indicate this seismicity is occurring on a 
dipping fault surface. There are several areas along 
CC’ that indicate linear features running perpendicular 

The cross section AA’ contains 239 events occurring 
on the Totschunda fault (Fig. 5). The majority of the 
seismicity here occurs along the segment of the 
Totschunda fault that ruptured during the 2002 M 7.9  
Denali earthquake. Depth cross sections AA’ and aa’ 
(Fig. 5) show that event depths are predominantly  
<15 km. Along the main cross section (AA’), we see two 
NW–SE trends of decreasing depths from 0 to 75 km 
and 100 to 150 km.

Zone BB’ (Fig. 6), containing only 76 events, is the 
smallest highlighted feature. It is a feature running 
parallel to the Duke River fault to the south and 
connecting the Totschunda and Denali faults. From the 
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Figure 5. Event-pair relocations for Zone AA’ (in red) including map view (left), depth cross section AA’ (solid line; 
top right), and the perpendicular cross section aa’ (dotted line; bottom right). The seismicity considered along the 
Totschunda fault includes 239 events (dashed box).

Figure 6. Event-pair relocations for Zone BB’ (in red) including map view (left), depth cross section BB’ (solid line; 
top right) and the perpendicular cross section bb’ (dotted line; bottom right). The seismicity includes 76 events 
(dashed box) that occur in the area between the Totschunda and Eastern Denali faults.
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located under the St. Elias ice fields. Due to the significant 
ice coverage in the area, this fault has not been mapped 
at the surface. Slip is suggested to be up to 10 mm/
yr to compensate for low slip on the Eastern Denali 
fault (Kalbas et al., 2008). Further studies (e.g., Doser, 
2014) suggest that the Connector fault is seismically 
active. Rupture mechanisms along this fault are mostly 
dextral strike-slip with some oblique components 
(Doser, 2014). In this study, we relocate 159 events 
in the geographic area of the Connector fault. These 
relocations indicate a clear linear feature between the 
Totschunda-Duke River fault system in the north and 
the Fairweather fault system in the south (Fig. 8). Event 
depths generally decrease from northwest to southeast 
along cross section DD’. Depths are <10 km making this 
the shallowest feature identified in this study.

to the Duke River fault system (occurring at ~90 km, 
~140 km and ~160 km). For both cross sections CC’ 
and cc’, the majority of events are <15 km in depth. 
There are no trends in depth along either cross section. 
It is possible that the mapped surface feature is simply 
inconsistent with current seismicity or that the seismic 
data insufficiently constrain the absolute location of 
the events. The latter can be due to limitations in the 
velocity model employed for this location, or insufficient 
network coverage. Recently deployed stations by our 
group near Burwash Landing aim to improve resolution 
for similar events.

The Connector fault (Richter and Matson Jr, 1971; Lahr 
and Plafker, 1980) is a proposed fault connecting the 
Totschunda fault with the Fairweather fault system 
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Figure 7. Event-pair relocations for Zone CC’ (in red) including map view (left), depth cross section CC’ (solid line; 
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(dashed box) that occur along the Duke River fault.
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Travel time residuals

Figure 11 and Table 1 summarize RMS of the travel 
time residuals, which is modestly reduced by relocation 
for the overall catalogue from 1.568 to 1.501 s. The 
RMS of the residuals improves for Zones BB’, DD’, 
EE’, and FF’. A smaller RMS means the overall residual 
distribution more closely matches observed data, 
and that we have improved absolute locations for 
the overall catalogue along with the events in Zones 
BB’ (Totschunda to Denali inter-fault seismicity), DD’ 
(Connector fault), EE’ (Kluane Lake seismicity), and FF’ 
(St. Elias sequence aftershocks). For Zones AA’ and CC’, 
the relocation RMS residuals are larger than the USGS 
catalogue. Therefore, we do not recover improved 
absolute locations for events along the Totschunda 
fault or along the Duke River fault. However, we do 
significantly improve relative cluster location precision, 
as event-pair residuals are reduced from 637 to 431 
ms (31.8% reduction) for catalogue DTs and from 820 
to 88 ms (89.6% reduction) for cross-correlation DTs.

Review of the travel time residuals both for the entire 
catalogue, and for each cluster, show that the widths 
of the residual distributions improve after relocation. 
Table 1 shows that for the full catalogue and for all 
clusters the residual standard deviation decreases after 
relocation.

Zone EE’ (Fig. 9) is located at the southern end of 
Kluane Lake, and includes 135 events that start on 
the Duke River fault to the west and cross the surface 
trace of the Denali fault to the east. The seismicity does 
not follow the surface trace of the Denali fault, curving 
instead to the east along topographic lows. Event 
depths for this zone are interesting in both the EE’ and 
ee’ cross sections. For both EE’ and ee’, seismicity near 
the Denali fault (at ~75 km on EE’ and at ~30 km on ee’) 
is shallowest along the cross section (<8 km). Depths 
increase for events farther away from where the cross 
section crosses the Denali fault.

Zone FF’ (Fig.10) includes the aftershocks of the 2017 
St. Elias earthquakes (He et al., 2018) with 1585 
relocated events. Previous studies of this area (Choi et 
al., 2021) have included DD relocations for portions of 
this aftershock sequence (1314 events) and resolved 
two aftershock clusters (one cluster for each of the 
two M 6 earthquakes). Both clusters are interpreted 
to be located west of the Eastern Denali fault and 
not directly related to it. Our relocations of the 1585 
events are consistent with previous studies showing 
two distinct clusters: one quasi-parallel to the Eastern 
Denali fault and one at an angle to the Eastern Denali 
fault. However, there is no apparent fault dip observed 
on either cross sections (FF’ or ff’), rather, events are 
densely clustered.
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see consistent uncertainties in the 1–3 km range for 
events in these clusters. For many events in the USGS 
catalogue, we have no initial uncertainty estimate for 
the location parameters.

Southwestern Yukon is a region of complex dextral 
strike-slip and oblique thrust systems. From the 
relocation catalogue, we propose new faults connecting 
the existing Totschunda-Duke River fault, Denali fault, 
and Fairweather fault systems and interpret the region 
as one regional shear zone (Fig. 12). The interpreted 
faults in Figure 12 include a fault in the region of Zone 
BB’ that connects the southern end of seismicity on 
the Totschunda fault to the Denali fault. In addition, 
our results clearly show the Connector fault (Richter 
and Matson Jr, 1971; Lahr and Plafker, 1980) between 
the Totschunda-Duke River fault system and the 
Fairweather fault. Finally, we interpret a series of faults 
between the Fairweather fault and the Denali fault 
south of the Connector fault.

The travel time residuals carry a negative bias, likely due 
to the misfit between the velocity model (Ma and Audet, 
2017) used in forward modelling and the true velocity 
structure. Because of the large study area, a velocity 
model applicable to a large region is used. Such models 
ignore local variations in velocity structure, which can be 
particularly significant in complicated tectonic settings 
such as the complex fault zones and mountainous 
regions considered here. Previous tomographic studies 
of the region indicate large velocity contrasts in fault 
zones as well as strong directional anisotropy in areas 
of southwestern Yukon (Schaeffer and Lebedev, 2014; 
Estève et al., 2021). Improving the forward modelling 
by including such effects is a plausible but non-trivial 
future research objective.

Relocation uncertainty estimates

To estimate location uncertainties, we carried out 250 
bootstrap iterations for several of the areas of interest. 
For bootstrap iterations, noisy data are resampled 
for relocations. Table 2 shows the median, mean and 
RMS location uncertainty for all spatial parameters 
for the relocated areas of interest. From Table 2, we 

USGS Catalogue DD Relocation Catalogue

RMS Residual (s) Residual St. Dev. (s) RMS Residual (s) Residual St. Dev. (s)

Full Catalogue 1.847 1.568 1.796 1.501

Zone AA’ 1.726 1.392 1.745 1.302

Zone BB’ 2.096 1.714 2.030 1.540

Zone CC’ 1.845 1.566 1.956 1.535

Zone DD’ 1.617 1.444 1.481 1.353

Zone EE’ 1.789 1.599 1.660 1.462

Zone FF’ 1.797 1.552 1.604 1.407

Table 1. Travel time residual statistics (s) for both the USGS event catalogue and the DD relocation catalogue 
including RMS and standard deviations for the full catalogues as well as zones of interest AA’ through FF’.
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Location Uncertainty (km)

Median Mean RMS

X Y Z X Y Z X Y Z

Zone AA’ 1.40 1.50 1.66 2.00 2.17 2.08 2.83 3.07 2.79

Zone BB’ 0.89 0.87 1.44 1.22 1.26 1.45 1.64 1.68 1.77

Zone DD’ 1.39 1.31 1.11 2.04 2.02 1.61 2.87 2.93 2.19

Zone EE’ 1.47 1.97 1.36 1.93 2.40 1.85 2.66 3.11 2.50

Table 2. Median, mean and RMS uncertainties (km) for X, Y and Z location parameters for events in Zones AA’, BB’, 
DD’ and EE’
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• MAGNITUDE – The USGS catalogue magnitude 
remains unchanged during relocation.

• MEAN X UNCERTAINTY (KM), MEAN 
Y UNCERTAINTY (KM), MEAN DEPTH 
UNCERTAINTY (KM) – From the bootstrap 
uncertainty analysis, we have location 
uncertainties in km for events within Zones AA’, 
BB’, DD’, and EE’. A null value in the location 
uncertainty means that the event belongs to one 
of Zones AA’, BB’, DD’, or EE’, but bootstrap did 
not include the event likely due to poor event 
pairing.

• RMS TRAVELTIME RESIDUAL (S) – For each 
event, we present the RMS travel time residual 
which is the RMS of the residual between the 
relocation travel times and the measured travel 
times from phase arrivals in the USGS catalogue. 
A null value for the travel time residual means 
that there were no phase arrivals at the stations 
in shown in Figure 2. These events were therefore 
relocated using cross-correlation differential 
times.

Appendix A. Relocation catalogue
As part of this report, we have attached the DD 
relocation earthquake catalogue as a CSV file (Biegel_
yukon_relocation.csv). The attached CSV file includes 
one header line with the following designations: 

• EVENT ID – Event ID is the USGS origin time 
in the format YRMODYHRMNSEC where YR is 
the 4-digit integer year; MO, DY, HR, and MN 
are 2-digit integer codes; and SEC is the 4-digit 
decimal second as an integer.

• LATITUDE, LONGITUDE – These columns are 
the relocation latitude and longitude in decimal 
degree format.

• DEPTH (KM) – Depth is the relocation depth in 
km.

• YEAR, MONTH, DAY – The event date should be 
the same as the USGS event date.

• HOUR, MINUTE, SECOND – DD relocation can 
change the event origin time so the time columns 
may include a relocation time difference which 
leads to an updated event origin time.
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